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Human serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein in the intravascular compartment. It possesses a single thiol, Cys34,
which constitutes ~80% of the total thiols in plasma. This thiol is able to scavenge plasma oxidants. A central intermediate in this
potential antioxidant activity of human serum albumin is sulfenic acid (HSA-SOH). Work from our laboratories has demonstrated
the formation of a relatively stable sulfenic acid in albumin through complementary spectrophotometric and mass spectrometric
approaches. Recently, we have been able to obtain quantitative data that allowed us to measure the rate constants of sulfenic
acid reactions with molecules of analytical and biological interest. Kinetic considerations led us to conclude that the most likely
fate for sulfenic acid formed in the plasma environment is the reaction with low molecular weight thiols to form mixed disulfides,
a reversible modification that is actually observed in ~25% of circulating albumin. Another possible fate for sulfenic acid is further
oxidation to sulfinic and sulfonic acids. These irreversible modifications are also detected in the circulation. Oxidized forms of
albumin are increased in different pathophysiological conditions and sulfenic acid lies in a mechanistic junction, relating
oxidizing species to final thiol oxidation products.
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Introduction

Oxidative stress is often defined as an imbalance of
prooxidants and antioxidants (1). Increasing evidence
shows that oxidizing species play a central role in signal
transduction under physiological and pathophysiological
conditions, leading to new proposals for the definition of
oxidative stress in terms of disruption of redox signaling
and control (2).

Oxidizing species potentially react with a large group of
biomolecules, including nucleic acids and lipids. However,

due to their higher concentration in tissues, cells and
fluids, proteins are preferential targets (3). Within proteins,
cysteine can be oxidized by a wide spectrum of radical and
non-radical species, usually at rates several orders of
magnitude faster than other amino acids. In the last de-
cade it has been recognized that cysteine oxidative modi-
fications, far from constituting simple scavenging path-
ways, are involved in redox sensing, activation, catalysis,
switching, and cellular signaling (4). Among the different
modifications, sulfenic acid is receiving increased interest
since it has been identified in a growing list of proteins
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where it serves diverse functions.
In this critical minireview, we describe the properties of

the main thiol in the plasma compartment, human serum
albumin (HSA-SH), and its oxidation to sulfenic acid (HSA-
SOH). We propose that HSA-SOH is a central intermediate
that can either lead to the formation of reversible mixed
disulfides or irreversible higher oxidation states, and we
analyze the information obtained by our group and others
in the context of the thiol status in the plasma compart-
ment.

Human serum albumin

Albumin is the most abundant protein in the intravascu-
lar space. At a concentration of ~43 g/L (~0.6 mM), HSA
constitutes about 60% of total plasma protein. It has a
molecular mass of 66 kDa and contains, among its 585
amino acids, 6 methionines, 18 tyrosines, 1 tryptophan, 17
disulfide bridges and only one free cysteine, Cys34, which
is in the reduced state (HSA-SH) in ~70% of the HSA
molecules. Native albumin is not glycosylated, has an
isoionic point of 5.2 and ~19 negative charges at pH 7.4
(5).

The crystal structure of HSA has already been solved
(6,7). It is a monomeric heart-shaped protein, with 67% of
α helixes and no β sheets. It has three homologous do-
mains, each containing two subdomains, with common
structural features. The only thiol, Cys34, lies in a 9.5 Å

cleft, close to the three polar groups of Asp38, His39 and
Tyr84 (Figure 1).

Albumin is synthesized in the liver and immediately
secreted into the bloodstream. During the 27 days be-
tween its birth and death, it makes ~15,000 trips around
the circulation. In addition, it can transfer to the extravascu-
lar space and return to the plasma compartment each ~23
h. This determines that, although albumin is usually seen
as a plasma protein, a very important fraction (>50%) is
localized extravascularly, mainly in skin and muscle. Albu-
min is assimilated and degraded more rapidly if it is dena-
tured or altered (5).

Albumin has fundamental roles in the maintenance of
colloid osmotic pressure as well as in the binding and
transport of ligands such as free fatty acids, hormones and
drugs. It also has an antioxidant role, mostly attributed to
the cysteine thiol and its ability to react with oxidizing
species. In addition, other protective antioxidant proper-
ties of albumin include the sequestration of prooxidant
molecules and redox active metals as well as the binding of
potential antioxidants such as bilirubin. Furthermore, albu-
min has been proposed to have thioredoxin-dependent
lipid hydroperoxide reductase activity in vitro, due to the
disulfide between Cys392 and Cys438 (9). Last, albumin
has protective effects on the endothelium. For example, it
can inhibit the binding of polymorphonuclear leukocytes to
cultured endothelial cells (10).

Reactivity of the albumin thiol

The albumin thiol reacts with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
and peroxynitrite (ONOO-) with rate constants of 2.2-2.7
and 3.8 x 103 M-1 s-1, respectively, at pH 7.4 and 37°C (11-
13). These values are similar to free cysteine and glutathi-
one. Nevertheless, the reactivity of HSA-SH presents ad-
ditional levels of complexity. According to the model of
Christodoulou et al.     (14,15), the Cys34 thiol exists in two
conformations, and the reduced thiol predominates in a
buried conformation that shifts to an exposed one upon
oxidation. In addition, the two close groups of His39 and
Tyr84 affect the reactivity of the thiol (16). Also, HSA
presents pH-dependent structural transitions that impact
on thiol reactivity (17). Not surprisingly then, the acidity
constant value (pKA) of the albumin thiol remains contro-
versial. This sensitivity of the thiol to protein conformation
is also revealed by the fact that its reactivity is affected by
the presence of ligands. For example, fatty acids, which
bind to sites relatively distant from Cys34, induce confor-
mational changes at the thiol site and increase the reactiv-
ity of the thiol towards disulfides (18,19).

Although HSA-SH does not react particularly fast with

Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1. Three-dimensional structure of human serum albumin.
Cysteine 34 is shown in orange. Atomic coordinates were down-
loaded from the Protein Data Bank, accession code 1AO6 (7).
The figure was prepared using PyMOL v0.99 (8).
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oxidants, it can still be considered to be an important
plasma scavenger due to its very high concentration (0.4-
0.5 mM). In the case of hydrogen peroxide, another pos-
sible target is glutathione peroxidase 3, which, at a con-
centration of 175 nM, reacts with a rate constant of 1.8 x
108 M-1 s-1 (20,21). However, the scarcity of glutathione in
plasma questions its significance in vivo. In the case of
peroxynitrite, the reaction with carbon dioxide (4.6 x 104

M-1 s-1, 1.3 mM) (22) is a preferential decay pathway. This
reaction leads to the formation of carbonate radical anion
and nitrogen dioxide, which in turn react with HSA-SH
(11,23).

Heterogeneity of the albumin thiol

Albumin isolated from blood is heterogeneous with
respect to its Cys34 oxidation state (24,25). The heteroge-
neity of albumin can be revealed, among other techniques,
by anion exchange-hydrophobic interaction chromatogra-
phy (26) and mass spectrometry (27,28). The fraction
containing the reduced thiol is known as mercaptalbumin
and comprises ~70% of total albumin, whereas the non-
mercaptalbumin fraction consists mainly of mixed disul-
fides between Cys34 and low molecular weight thiols,
mostly cysteine (25%) (27). A minor fraction (~1%) also
exists where the thiol is oxidized to higher oxidation states
including sulfinic and sulfonic acids, not reducible with
reagents such as dithiothreitol. A small amount of dimers
and higher oligomers that increase with purification and
storage can also be observed. Last, nitroso-albumin (HSA-
SNO) has also been detected at concentrations of <0.2 μM
and could constitute a reservoir of nitric oxide (29,30).

Thiol status in the intravascular compartment

Table 1 shows data from the literature regarding the
concentration of thiols and related species in the circula-
tion. A close look at the numbers allows one to reach
several conclusions. First, the most abundant reduced
thiols are protein thiols, mainly albumin, while the concen-
tration of non-protein reduced thiols is only 15-20 μM.
Second, in contrast to the intracellular situation, character-
ized by high thiol/disulfide ratios, the extracellular plasma
compartment is relatively oxidizing and has thiol/disulfide
ratios lower than 0.1 for cysteine, cysteinylglycine and
homocysteine. The exceptions are glutathione (thiol/disul-
fide ratio ~2) and albumin (thiol/disulfide ratio ~3). It is
worth noting that the pool of protein-bound thiols corre-
sponds mostly (70-90%) to albumin mixed disulfides, with
only a low percentage of disulfides with other proteins (i.e.,
globulins) (31). Third, the different thiol/disulfide pairs are

clearly not in equilibrium, suggesting that kinetic barriers
exist for maintaining their steady-state concentrations.
These bottlenecks are not yet completely identified and
are likely to involve not only rates of chemical reactions
(i.e., thiol disulfide exchange processes) but also rates of
transport between compartments.

Formation and properties of sulfenic acid

The main general reactions of sulfenic acid are de-
picted in Figure 2. Sulfenic acid is formed mainly after the
two-electron oxidation of a thiol with oxidants such as
hydrogen peroxide and peroxynitrite. Another possible
pathway is the one-electron oxidation to a thiyl radical (R·)
that reacts with oxygen leading to a number of secondary
radicals, including peroxyl radical (R-SOO·) and sulfinyl
radical (R-SO·), finally yielding sulfenic acid (32,33). An
additional route is the base-catalyzed hydrolysis of disul-
fides (34).

Table 1.Table 1.Table 1.Table 1.Table 1. Concentration of thiols and derived species in plasma
from healthy adult males.

Species Concentration (μM) References

Total albumin 650 5

Protein thiols 452 35

Cysteine
Total 202-268 36-38
Reduced 8.3-10.7 35-37
LMW disulfide 85-122 35-37
Protein mixed disulfide 145-176 35-37

Cysteinylglycine
Total 31.8-35.8 36,37
Reduced 2.6-2.9 35-37
LMW disulfide 9.7-13.5 35-37
Protein mixed disulfide 12-20 35-37

Homocysteine
Total 8.3-11.9 36-38
Reduced 0.17-0.32 35-37
LMW disulfide 1.9-2.4 35-37
Protein mixed disulfide 7.3-10.4 35-37

Glutathione
Total 6.2-7.3 36,37
Reduced 3.3-5.1 35-37
LMW disulfide 1.4-3.2 35-37
Protein mixed disulfide 0.7-1.9 35-37

γ-glutamylcysteine
Total 3.1-5.4 37,38
Reduced 0.06 37
LMW disulfide 1.8 37
Protein mixed disulfide 1.2 37

LMW = low molecular weight.
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Sulfenic acid exhibits both nucleophilic and electro-
philic reactivity. This dual character is revealed by its
capacity to self-condensate to a thiosulfinate (RS(O)SR')
(39,40). Sulfenic acid can also react with a thiol, providing
a mechanism for disulfide formation. Disulfide, of course,
can be reduced back to thiol enzymatically and non-enzy-
matically with thiol reagents. Alternatively, sulfenic acid
can be further oxidized to sulfinic (RSO2H) and sulfonic
acids (RSO3H), which usually do not react with thiol re-
agents (40). Moreover, sulfenic acid can also react with an
amine leading to the formation of a sulfenamide (RSNHR')
(41). This modification can be reduced back to thiol. The
formation of cyclic sulfenamide after the reaction of a
sulfenic acid with a neighboring amide nitrogen has been
reported (42), as well as the formation of a hypervalent
sulfur compound (a type of sulfurane) following reaction
with a histidine (43).

Thus, sulfenic acid constitutes an intermediate in thiol
oxidation pathways. The final outcome of the oxidative
process will ultimately depend on whether the sulfenic acid
is further oxidized to sulfinic and sulfonic acids, these
usually being irreversible processes leading to end prod-
ucts, or whether sulfenic acid reacts with a thiol or an
amine leading to a potentially reversible modification. Nev-
ertheless, sulfenic acid can be stabilized by the protein
environment, and in several proteins sulfenic acid exists
and is stable enough to be detected and even character-
ized. The main factor accounting for sulfenic acid stabiliza-
tion is the absence of neighboring thiols, as well as the
presence of suitable hydrogen bonding or electrostatic

counterparts. These features are present in the albumin
molecule.

Detection of sulfenic acid in human serum
albumin

Sulfenic acids do not possess characteristic absorb-
ance or fluorescence properties, and therefore different
strategies have been devised to detect them. The electro-
philic reagent 7-chloro-4-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazol
(NBD-Cl) has been employed to detect sulfenic acid in
several proteins based on the different absorbance fea-
tures of the products formed with the thiol versus the
sulfenic acid (44). However, in the case of albumin, sulfenic
acid cannot be detected spectrophotometrically with NBD-
Cl due to interference from other nucleophilic protein resi-
dues (13,45).

Sulfenic acid can also be detected after its reaction
with arsenite, since arsenite reduces sulfenic acid back to
thiol but does not reduce disulfides. This reagent provided
the first evidence that sulfenic acid could be formed in
albumin after exposure to oxidizing systems (46,47).

Since there are few electrophilic groups in proteins, the
reaction of the sulfur atom of sulfenic acid with nucleo-
philes is useful for its detection. Thus, dimedone (5,5-
dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexanedione) selectively derivatizes
sulfenic acid yielding a stable thiother, which can be iden-
tified by mass spectrometry or by incorporation of a radio-
active, fluorescent or biotin tag (41,48). In the case of
albumin, the mass spectrometric detection of dimedone-
trapped sulfenic acid confirmed that the modification oc-
curred at Cys34 (12).

Despite the fact that there is a growing list of ap-
proaches for detecting sulfenic acid in proteins, they are
not suitable for obtaining quantitative and kinetic data;
hence, information regarding the properties and reactivity
of biological sulfenic acid is limited. We have developed a
strategy for quantifying albumin sulfenic acid based on the
reaction with the yellow thiol thionitrobenzoate (TNB, Fig-
ure 3) (13). This thiol has been previously used in end point
measurements (49). In the case of albumin, end point
measurements can be misleading since the reaction is
relatively complex and albumin can non-covalently bind
TNB and the disulfide DTNB. Thus, the kinetics of the
reaction needs to be considered.

Reactivity of sulfenic acid in albumin

A careful analysis of the reaction between albumin
sulfenic acid and TNB allowed us to perform a comprehen-
sive study of the formation and reactivity of this intermedi-

Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2. Formation and reactions of sulfenic acid. Thiol (RSH)
can be oxidized by two electrons to sulfenic acid (RSOH). In the
presence of excess oxidant, sulfenic acid can be further oxidized
to sulfinic (RSO2H) and sulfonic (RSO3H) acid. Alternatively,
sulfenic acid can react with another thiol to form a disulfide
(RSSR’), or with a second sulfenic acid yielding thiosulfinate
(RS(O)SR’). Last, sulfenic acid can also react with an amine to
form a sulfenamide (RSNHR’).
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ate. We studied its rate of formation after albumin thiol
oxidation with hydrogen peroxide and its reactivity with
several molecules of analytical or biological interest such
as dimedone, sodium arsenite, thiols, amines and other
plasma reductants and oxidants (13).

This approach allowed us to rationalize the possible
fates of albumin sulfenic acid formed in plasma. Kinetic
considerations of rate constant times concentration sug-
gest that its most likely fate is the reaction with low molec-
ular weight thiols to form mixed disulfides, since the rate
constants of the reactions with cysteine, glutathione, ho-
mocysteine and cysteinylglycine are 21.6, 2.9, 9.3, and 55
M-1 s-1, pH 7.4, 25°C, so that, at the concentrations present
in plasma (Table 1), these thiols are the preferential targets
of albumin sulfenic acid. Once the mixed disulfides are
formed, further reaction with another thiol can lead to low
molecular weight disulfides. Other plasma reductants such
as ascorbate and urate do not react with sulfenic acid.
Furthermore, electrophoresis has ruled out the formation
of albumin disulfide dimers. As for the formation of
sulfenamides, the reaction of sulfenic acid with free amino
acids was not detectable and the formation of a cyclic
sulfenamide cannot occur because the neighboring amide
belongs to proline. Another possible fate of sulfenic acid is
further oxidation. Indeed, hydrogen peroxide reacts with
sulfenic acid with a rate constant of 0.4 M-1 s-1 leading to
sulfinic acid.

Implications in pathology

Plasma values are consistent with our kinetic consider-
ations, since mixed albumin disulfides are found in 25% of
circulating albumin and higher oxidation states have been
found in vivo and are related to several pathological condi-
tions. This supports our hypothesis that the sulfenic acid
form is a central intermediate in the scavenging activity of
the albumin thiol and in the formation of more stable
oxidized albumin isoforms such as sulfinic and sulfonic
acid. The oxidized forms of albumin are apparently picked
up in the circulation since they are not present in albumin
secreted from the liver cells (5). Thus, they may constitute

potential markers of the scavenging activity of the thiol of
albumin. In fact, the fraction of oxidized albumin correlates
with several pathologies. In patients with different renal
diseases the level of oxidized albumin is increased (28,
50,51). Recently, a progressive oxidative modification of
albumin with increasing severity of liver failure has been
reported (52). The fraction of oxidized albumin is also
increased in diabetes mellitus (53), disorders of the tem-
poromandibular joint (54), senile cataract (55), and inva-
sive surgery (56). Furthermore, it has been shown that the
fraction of oxidized albumin also increases with aging
(26,35) and intense exercise (57).

As for the generation of protein mixed disulfides, al-
though it can be interpreted as an indication of oxidative
damage in terms of consumption of reduced thiol, this
process could function as a protective mechanism, pre-
venting the oxidation of the thiol in albumin to irreversible
states such as sulfinic and sulfonic acids.

Conclusions

The molecular mechanisms that determine the oxida-
tion state of the plasma thiols are only starting to be
understood. The sulfenic acid of human serum albumin is
a central intermediate in thiol oxidation pathways and lies
in a mechanistic junction, linking oxidizing species with
final thiol oxidation products.
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